
Good news story 

Getting back to work in a virtual world.

Sixty-two year old Paul from Brighton had been made redundant in the summer

of 2020. He had been working for a long time within an industry that was hit

hard by Covid redundancies and was unsure how to access new roles, new

industries and interview virtually. 

Paul’s confidence had taken a knock and he was struggling to know where to

look for or how to apply for suitable roles.

To help him progress back into employment, Paul contacted the National

Careers Service for support. He met with a Careers Adviser who identified that

Paul needed to update his CV, interview skills and his understanding of how to

access the local jobs market. He was therefore recommended to join the

Making a Difference programme.

An impact is already being made 

by our programme. 
 

Read Paul's story - one of our many 
successes so far.

 



Our work with Paul

Paul joined the Making a Difference programme and his Employment Coach,

Julie, worked with him to develop a plan of support tailored to his needs. This

included improving his CV, virtual interview skills, improving his LinkedIn

profile and generally building his confidence. 

He also worked with Julie on how to use his transferable skills to apply for

jobs in different industries, including sectors he previously had not

considered.

As a result of his one-to-one appointments with Julie, Paul’s confidence

increased significantly. He was able to identify and apply for suitable roles

which matched his skills and he was successful in securing interviews. 

As it had been some time since Paul’s last interview, he and Julie practiced

interview techniques, role played interviews and Paul learned some new

interview tips to succeed in virtual interviews.

The Results

Within six weeks of starting the Making a Difference programme, Paul was

successful in securing the job that he wanted! The feedback he was given

after the interview was that he was very well prepared and that he

answered the questions very professionally. 

Reflecting on his experience of the Making a Difference programme,

Paul said: “Julie’s professional and empathic approach greatly improved

my confidence and interview skills. Achieving my new role couldn’t have

been done without her and the assistance the Making a Difference

programme provided."

If you know of someone whose life we could make a difference to, please

contact us now on mades@educationdevelopmenttrust.com or call us on

01329 559177.
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